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Bertie and Bell,I in a similarly titled paper, try to 
clear some literature confusions regarding the unit cell 
group and the factor group. Their final recommenda-
tions as to the proper use of these terms are both 
correct and consistent with recent usage.2 However, 
their treatment of the alternative definition of the 
factor group is misleading, and the purpose of this 
communication is to clarify this point. 
Bertie and Bell, enlarging on a brief comment by 
Kopelman,3 describe in detail some confusion in papers 
by Hornig4 and Vedder and Hornig,S and propose ac-
ceptable 'standard' definitions of the unit cell group 
and the factor group. However their treatment of 
Zachariasen's definition of the factor group6 fails to do 
justice to it, and is self-contradicting and misleading. 
Keeping the terminology of Ref. 1, G is the group, H 
an invariant subgroup, A', B', C', .. , are coset repre-
sentatives, so that 
G= H + H· A' + H· B' + H ·C' +. ". ( 1) 
Both Zachariasen and Ref. 1 rewrite this as: 
G=H· (E'+A'+B'+C'+···). (2) 
sary that the Zachariasen factor group and this unit 
cell group be the same, even though the former may 
still agree with the looser unit cell group definitions 
of Hornig.4 
It is implicit in the definition of the unit cell group 
and Zachariasen's factor group that the multiplication 
is mod H. With this qualification, these groups, as well 
as the accepted factor group,7 are simply isomorphic 
with each other and with the point group of the space 
group, and with one of the abstract groups. The 
accepted factor group7 has as its elements the cosets, 
each coset consisting of many elements of the space 
group. Zachariasen's factor group has as its elements 
individual elements of the space group. In this sense 
the two groups differ, in other senses they are equiva-
lent, as already implied by Winston and Halford.8 
It is noteworthy that the mod H requirement on the 
multiplication for the Zachariasen factor group and 
the unit cell group is the very historical reason why 
the unit cell group could not be simply edfined as the 
point group of the space group: In nonsymmorphic 
space groups the point group of the space group9 is 
not a subgroup of the space group while Bertie and 
Bell can be taken to imply that (E', A', B', C', .•. ) 
would always be a subgroup of the space group. 
Many of these points were implicit in Ref. 1, but it 
seems to be desirable to make them explicitly. The 
points made in this note do not invalidate any of the 
examples given in Ref. 1, but, we hope, clarify the 
reasons for their validity. Finally, we like to recom-
mend that, whatever the definition one chooses, this 
definition should be used consistently and stated 
explicitly. 
Zachariasen explicitly states that E' can be any 
element of H and defines the bracket in Eq. 2 as the 
factor group. That the group multiplication is mod H 
is implicit in this definition, otherwise the group would 
not have the property of closure. Bertie and Bell mis-
quote Zachariasen by defining E' as the identity 
element of both G and H and give the specific applica-
tion to space group P2/m using this definition. They 
then say that the Zachariasen factor group for this 
space group can consist of any four elements (E! t'), 
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